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INTRODUCTION 

In the middle of 1940s, Iran was a martyr of the violation of the United Kingdom and the 

Soviet Union, who were backed by the United States. However, the new strategic spirit of the 

world after the conflict brought both side to the bargaining table. In 1953, the CIA backed an 

operation to dethrone – elected Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadegh in order to safeguard 

the U.S. and Britain’s interest in the country’s oil -Mossadegh had nationalized the oil 

industry and the U.S wanted to return control to Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the last Shah of 

Iran. The revolution succeeded, and though the CIA did not admit its interference until 2013, 

the Iranian people broadly accepted the revolution to be an effort planned by the U. S1 

The dissatisfaction with the Shah’s administration as a Western figurehead was part of what 

incited the Iranian Revolution on 1979, which conclusively deluge the nation under the yoke 

of a theocratic administration.On Nov 4 of that year, the profound group of Muslim Student 

Followers of the Imam’s Line acknowledged to President Jimmy Carter’s accord to safeguard 

the former Shah by controlling the U.S embassy in Tehran and seizing 52 U.S diplomats for 

444 days2. 

The Carter regime acknowledged with the so-called Executive Order 12170 and froze up to 

12 billion dollars in Iranian assets, some of which remain stopped.Hence, the chain of 

economic sanctions by the United States imposed mainly in 1995 by President Bill Clinton, 

and which includes Iranian investments and American investments.President George Bush 

continued these sanctions under the Iran Sanction Law, which was revived for another 10 

years in Dec 2016. 

ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 

	
1 Yamily Habib, Crisis with Iran: The game of incongruous retaliation, AL DIA Journal, Jan03, 2020. 
2 Shaul Bakhash, The U.S. and Iran in Historical Perspective, Foreign Policy Research Institute, Sep 28, 2009. 
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The U.S. and other eminent countries entrenched the contemporary administration of 

International Law after World Law II with three expansive aims 

First, law should minimize global war. 

Second, the only approved basis in international law for countries to carry out war are 

accessible self- defence and collective security authorized by the United Nations. 

Third, the international legal administration expects national governments to practice their 

own diplomatic concerns, rational with the first two aims of global peace and cooperation. 

International law promoted foreseen steps to conduct of political and economic affairs 

between countries.International Organizations have massive administrations to apply pressure 

and settle disputes around international law. Approximately the new International Criminal 

Court can constrain, charge and punish leaders who carry out certain forbidding crimes. 

The U.S has been prone to disregard some international law. But such contraventions are 

perceived and have effects. Main infringements of international law devote to arbitrary and 

harmful behaviour among nations as the criterion of good behaviour are disgraced. The 

developing control of anti- democratic political administrations across the world is partly 

anoutcome of the U.S. 

THE GENERAL PRINCIPALS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW3 

1. The precept of distinction, which affords that parties to a struggle must distinguish 

between army goals and civilian objectives, and may simply target military goals. 

2. The prohibition on attacking humans hors de combat (French for outside the fight), 

being all and sundry who's in the strength of an unfavourable party, is defenceless 

(because of unconsciousness, shipwreck, wounds or sickness), or who expresses an 

aim to surrender, and abstains from any acts of hostility. 

3. The prohibition on inflicting useless suffering, or causing a damage more than that 

unavoidable to acquire legitimate army purposes. 

	
3David Mednicoff,The US-Iran conflict and the consequences of international law-breaking, The Conversation 
Journal, Jan10, 2020.  
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4. The precept of proportionality, which provides that belligerents may -handily use the 

quantity and type of pressure necessary to triumph over the enemy and should act to 

restrict collateral damage. 

 

5. The precept of necessity, which lets in measures which are sincerely necessary to 

perform a legitimate navy cause and aren't otherwise prohibited by means of 

international humanitarian law. In an armed conflict, the most effective legitimate 

navy purpose is to weaken the navy ability of the enemy. 

The First Geneva Convention of 1949, referred as GC I, protects wounded and sick members 

of armed forces within the field. It provides rules for the safety of clinical personnel, the 

evacuation and remedy of the wounded and sick, and regulates using defensive trademarks 

consisting of the red go and pink crescent. The Second Geneva Convention, or GC II, 

similarly protects the wounded, ill, and shipwrecked individuals of militia at sea4. 

The Third Geneva Convention, or GC III, provides protection to prisoners of war. It provides 

policies regarding their capture, their internment, and their launch and repatriation. The 

Fourth Geneva Convention, or GC IV, provides safety for civilians in instances of armed 

warfare and lays down guidelines regarding the profession of territory through adverse 

forces. And since each state within the international has ratified the 4 1949 Conventions, they 

therefore always apply to every armed war the world over.  

U.S.-IRAN CONFLICT IN CONTRAVENTION OF INTERNATIONAL 

HUMANITARIAN LAW  

The newly shaped Islamic Republic of Iran and the USA of America become the difficulty of 

the extradition of the these days exiled Shah of Iran who was admitted to the United states for 

chemotherapy; the Iranian regime wanted the Americans handy him over to stand justice for 

crimes in opposition to the Iranian people at some point of his rule however the Americans 

refused to extradite him. This move in addition irritated the Iranian populace culminating into 

the storming of the American embassy at Tehran through Iranian mobs leading to the seize of 

sixty six American diplomats and body of workers which was a gross contravention of 

	
4Ben Tippet, WHAT ARE THE LAWS OF WAR, AND WHY DO THEY MATTER?, DEADSPIN, March 5,2020. 
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diplomatic policies codified inside the pages of International Law which started out an 

enmity between two countries at the sector level that even resonates today, the Iranians drew 

themselves into the spotlight but no longer within the manner they hoped for this act drew 

condemnation from everywhere in the world because the concept of diplomatic immunity 

(This rule was mentioned underneath Article 29 of the Vienna Convention in 1961) and the 

sovereignty of embassies on overseas soil changed into almost as holy as the Bible inside the 

diplomatic global and the excuse of the American embassy being a nest of spies became now 

not even accepted via the Soviets. This changed into the first breach of International Law by 

way of Iran and now the ball became in America's court to provide an answer to this 

monstrous betrayal of their sovereignty. 

The Carter regime attempted to get the hostages again from the grasp of the Iranians through 

something means necessary i.e. by using hook or by way of criminal even trying a covert 

operation which needed to be deserted midway, it turned into however at some point of the 

beginning of the early hours of the Reagan management that the hostages had been freed in 

return for some Iranian State assets being unfrozen with the aid of the Americans however 

Ronald Reagan persisted his predecessors policy of now not falling prey or appease what 

Carter known as Iranian sponsored global blackmail5. 

After the hostages had been released in 1980 another trouble got here to light and that 

changed into a warfare which might see Iran and the U.S fighting every other circuitously for 

the first time at the battlefield and that changed into at the background of the Iraq-Iran war 

(1980-88).  

The Iraqis below Saddam Hussein who have been Arabs had a long record of enmity with the 

Iranians who have been truly Persians culturally, this competition ranged from geographical 

differences to non-secular conflicts and most importantly the issue of oil couldn't be ignored. 

Saddam's Ba'athist birthday party had an amazing dating with the Shah's regime as they have 

been both backed by using America and were revolutionary with the aid of nature however 

the ascent of Khomeini to Iran's management quickly turned things sour for Saddam as 

Khomeini changed into a fundamentalist Muslim and a Shia and Saddam was a Sunni 

Muslim chief who ruled over a majority Shia populace of Iraq; Khomeini observed the 

concept of a Sunni ruling over a majority Shia united states as in reality ludicrous and he was 

	
5From the Brink of War: on U.S.-Iran Conflict, THE HINDU, Jan 9, 2020. 
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not one to shrink back from feigning such blatant disgust closer to Saddam's regime, this did 

not bode properly for Saddam as he was already having problem with the ethnic Iraqi groups 

just like the Kurds who wanted independence and the Shia's who had been bothering him at 

each step. 

Saddam knew that the day was now not a long way while the Islamic Republic of Iran might 

have intervened directly within the politics of his united states of America and he needed an 

excuse to address his neighbours to the east, now not only that it become Hussein's dream to 

occupy the oil wealthy Iranian province of Khuzestan which additionally housed the vital 

Khorramshahr port.Saddam later accused the Iranian management of financing 

fundamentalist Shias in opposition to him and he invaded his neighbour promptly. America 

gave both military and political support to Saddam's Iraq but their major purpose changed 

into the destabilization of the defence force of each the nations as they had been no longer 

simplest oil rich however their armies i.e. The Iraqi military posed a real threat to America's 

long-term companion Israel and the Iranian's had the most important military inside the place 

and that they too had to be obliterated by hook or by criminal and a new war played nicely 

into America's hands because the perfect manner to see this through.Constant supply of guns 

to the Iraqi regime all through a United Nations condemnation of a regional conflict became 

any other global convention damaged by way of the Americans but they were smart sufficient 

to loophole their way out of it by using lobbying or playing both sides. 

The Americans have been going to desire that they were not setting up a double face while it 

came to a confrontation with Iran, as for the duration of the Iraq-Iran war Ronald Reagan 

authorised a mystery high-earnings fingers sale to Iran in hopes that it would yield the go 

back of Americans held hostage in Lebanon through Hezbollah, a military with close ties to 

Iran, this fiasco later become referred to as the Iran-Contra affair which was leaked to the 

recognized world through the western media which caused a variety of embarrassment to the 

Reagan administration. 

Jus ad bellum is the Latin term generally used to explain the rule that states may not use, or 

threaten to use, pressure in their worldwide relations. This is a natural and necessary rule to 

defend every state's sovereign rights. It is ordinary and asserted by using all countries 

and become codified in international regulation with the drafting of the United Nations 

Charter in 1945. 

THREE EXCEPTIONS FOR PROHIBITION 
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1. While the force is conducted through the state in the state's boundaries, with no 

violation of sovereignty. 

2. Use of pressure, inapplicable here, is while pressure is authorized by the U.N. 

Security Council, for instance in peacekeeping operations.  

3. The prohibition does no longer observe to acts of self-defence in reaction to an attack. 

This exception, also written into the U.N. Charter, provides most of the fodder for 

debate approximately the current hostilities among the U.S. And Iran. 

THE CONFLICT IS NOW ARMED 

U.S. To kill another authority legitimate without a first-rate attack or clear danger of attack to 

its fundamental autonomy is an unlawful act of war.Doing so on Iraqi territory without 

apparent Iraqi consent is an extra problem. U.S. hobby inside Iraq depends on following 

particular treaties between the 2 countries, which would no longer provide Washington free 

rein to attack foreign government officials on Iraqi soil6. 

U.S. officials have implied that killing Soleimani was self-defence, as he helped plan, or may 

additionally have been planning, deadly acts against American citizens inside the Middle 

East. Yet using pressure in international law has to take account of issues of necessity, 

immediacy and proportionality. So far, the sector has visible little proof that killing a member 

of the Iranian government was necessary for simple American self-defence. 

Indeed, Iran’s compliance and behaviour under the 2015 nuclear treaty and proof of 

constrained cooperation among the U.S. And Soleimani to fight the Taliban and ISIS 

advocate that he and his authorities did now not threaten the U.S. Fundamentally. 

International law does permit for protective reprisals – which would likely cover Iran’s Jan. 8 

missile assaults on U.S. Bases based totally in Iraq, which killed nobody however did damage 

property. It’s most logical to interpret Trump’s planned killing of an Iranian legit as an act of 

war. The precept of self-defence permits reprisals, see you later as they may be proportional 

to the unique assault and directed against military targets. In light of the U.S. Withdrawal 

from the nuclear deal, which Iran seemed to be respecting, and its act of warfare in killing 

Soleimani, the missile assaults appear a measured – even minimalist – justified response7. 

	
6Gabor Rona, Iran and Trump likely Broke International Law and 176 innocents paid the Price, NBC NEWS, 
March 6, 2020  
7Melinda Rankin, The looming international law paradox between the US and Iran, THE INTERPRETER, 
March 7, 2020  
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